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“Forum: Immigration Policy and Skill Shortages,” BNA’s Employee Relations Weekly, 
(August 20, 1990), pp. 1073-4.

Environment: A Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies (Fall, 1990), pp. 81-92.

“The Role of Public Policies in Rural Labor Markets,” Food and Life Sciences Quarterly, 
Volume 20, No. 1 and 2 (1990), pp. 17-21. [Special Issue on Rural Community 
Development].


“Employer Sanctions and the Question of Discrimination: The GAO Study in Perspective,” 

“Comments on ‘The Findings and Policy Implications of the GAO Report and the Urban 
Institute Hiring Audit,’ “ The International Migration Review, (Winter, 1990), p. 828-
830.

publication of the National Planning Association].

537-544.

“Immigration Policy: Political or Economic?,” Challenge: The Magazine of Economic 

Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies, (Fall, 1991), pp. 89-93.


“Despair Behind the Riots: The Impediment of Mass Immigration to Los Angeles, 
Blacks,”Scope (Summer, 1992), pp.1-3. [A publication of the Center for Immigration 
Studies].

(with Jeffrey A. Raffel, William Lowe Boyd, Eugene E. Eubanks, and Roberto Fernandez), 
“Policy Dilemmas in Urban Education: Addressing the Needs of Poor, At-Risk 

“Memorial Session: Reflections on Dudley Dillard’s Career,” Journal of Economic Issues, 
(June, 1993) pp. 593-596.

“A Dead-End Street: Female Immigrants and Child Care,” Child Care Action News (March-
April 1993), Volume 10, No. 2, pp. 3 and 7.
“Immigrant Labor and the Issue of ‘Dirty work’ in Advanced Industrial Societies,” 


